5o4	GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TYPES
though he had such powers to deal with; but this begins
to strike him only when he discovers that his sensations
are totally different from reality. If his tendency is to
reason objectively, he will sense this difference as morbid;
but if, on the other hand, he remains faithful to his
irrationality, and is prepared to grant his sensation reality
value, the objective world will appear a mere make-belief
and a comedy. Only in extreme cases, however, is this
dilemma reached. As a rule, the individual acquiesces in
his isolation and in the banality of the reality, which,
however, he unconsciously treats archaically.
His unconscious is distinguished chiefly by the re-
pression of intuition, which thereby acquires an extraverted
and archaic character. Whereas true extraverted intuition
has a characteristic resourcefulness, and a ' good nose' for
every possibility in objective reality, this archaic, extra-
verted intuition has an amazing flair for every ambiguous,
gloomy, dirty, and dangerous possibility in the background
of reality. In the presence of this intuition the real and
conscious intention of the object has no significance; it
will peer behind every possible archaic antecedent of such
an intention, It possesses, therefore, something dangerous,
something actually undermining, which often stands in
most vivid contrast to the gentle benevolence of conscious-
ness. So long as the individual is not too aloof from
the object, the unconscious intuition effects a wholesome
compensation to the rather fantastic and over credulous
attitude of consciousness. But as soon as the unconscious
becomes antagonistic to consciousness, such intuitions come
to the surface and expand their nefarious influence: they
force themselves compellingly upon the individual, releasing
compulsive ideas about objects of the most perverse kind.
The neurosis arising from this sequence of events is usually
a compulsion neurosis, in which the hysterical characters
recede and are obscured by symptoms of exhaustion.

